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Science	as	Market	
•  CommodiﬁcaDon	of	academic	research	
•  Academic	capitalism	
•  CommercializaDon	of	university	
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Monsters	University:	be	compeDDve!	
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View	your	Ranking!	
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Max	Weber:	“Science	as	VocaDon”,	
1918	
•  “Of	late	we	can	observe	disDnctly	that	the	German	
universiDes	in	the	broad	ﬁelds	of	science	develop	in	
the	direcDon	of	the	American	system.	The	large	
insDtutes	of	medicine	or	natural	science	are	'state	
capitalist'	enterprises”	[…]	
•  “Thus	the	assistant's	posi.on	is	ogen	as	precarious	
as	is	that	of	any	'quasi-proletarian'	existence	and	
just	as	precarious	as	the	posiDon	of	the	assistant	in	
the	American	university”	
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Academic	copyright:	focus	on	
wriien	works	
•  Wriien	works:	papers,	arDcles,	essays,	books,	
etc.	
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Copyright:	two	souls	
•  Right	of	paternity	(airibuDon)	
•  “Economic	rights”:	right	of	reproducDon,	right	
of	distribuDon	etc.	
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Taking	seriously	the	“scope	of	
copyright”	
	
Progress	of	science,	progress	
of	knowledge?	
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Outline	
1.  The	way	we	were	
2.  Poisonous	science	(part	I):	corrupDng	right	of	
paternity	
3.  Poisonous	science	(part	II):	corrupDng	
economic	rights	
4.  Conclusions	
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The	Way	We	Were	
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Three	factors	
•  Technology	
•  Social	norms	
•  Formal	law	(copyright	law)	
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E.g.:	Newton	vs.	Leibniz	
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PrinDng	press	and	priority:	1665	
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Allied	
•  ScienDﬁc	authors	need	publishers	to	distribute	
their	works	to	the	public	
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Freedom,	authonomy,	reputaDon	
and	responsability	
•  A	connecDon	between	a	name	and	a	text	
•  ReputaDon	(scienDﬁc	reward)	
•  Responsability	(e.g.,	in	terms	of	scienDﬁc	
misconduct,	fraud,	plagiarism	etc.)	
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Robert	King	Merton	
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Robert	King	Merton	
•  1938,	1942,	CUDOS,	authonomy,	democracy	
•  1957,	1968,	1988,	originality,	priority,	
symbolism	of	“intellectual	property”	
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Merton:	1988	“Maiew	eﬀect	II”	
•  “it	is	only	a	seeming	paradox	that,	in	science,	one's	
private	property	is	established	by	giving	its	
substance	away	[…]”		
•  “That	crucial	element	of	free	and	open	
communicaDon	is	what	I	have	described	as	the	norm	
of	"communism"	in	the	social	insDtuDon	of	science”	
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Merton:	1988	“Maiew	eﬀect	II”	
•  “Since	posi.ve	recogni.on	by	peers	is	the	
basic	form	of	extrinsic	reward	in	science,	all	
other	extrinsic	rewards,	such	as	monetary	
income	from	science-connected	acDviDes,	
advancement	in	the	hierarchy	of	scienDsts,	
and	enlarged	access	to	human	and	material	
scienDﬁc	capital,	derive	from	it”.		
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Tension	
•  Communism	vs	originality	and	priority	
•  Originality	and	priorty	vs	humility	and	
modesty	
•  Norms	of	science	vs	copyright	law:	airibuDon	
of	ideas	(recogniDon	by	peers)	vs	idea/
expression	dichotomy	in	copyright	law	
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If	I	have	seen	farther,	it	is	by	standing	on	the	shoulders	
of	giants	
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Plagiarsim:	e.g.	Harvard	guide	
•  “In	academic	wriDng,	it	is	considered	
plagiarism	to	draw	any	idea	or	any	language	
from	someone	else	without	adequately	
crediDng	that	source	in	your	paper”		
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E.g.:	Harvard	Plagiarism	Policy	
•  “The	College	recognizes	that	the	open	exchange	of	ideas	plays	
a	vital	role	in	the	academic	endeavor,	as	ogen	it	is	only	
through	discussion	with	others	that	one	is	fully	able	to	
process	informaDon	or	to	crystallize	an	elusive	concept.	
Therefore,	students	generally	are	encouraged	to	engage	in	
conversaDons	with	their	teachers	and	classmates	about	their	
courses,	their	research,	and	even	their	assignments.	These	
kinds	of	discussions	and	debates	in	some	ways	represent	the	
essence	of	life	in	an	academic	community.	And	yet,	it	is	
important	for	all	scholars	to	acknowledge	clearly	when	they	
have	relied	upon	or	incorporated	the	work	of	others”.	
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Big	science	era:	scienDsts	
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Poisonous	science	(part	I)	
CorrupDng	right	of	paternity	
(airibuDon)	
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Merton	“PrioriDes”	1957	
•  […]	the	major	basis	for	honesty	in	science,	there	is	
much	in	the	social	organiza.on	of	science	that	
provides	a	further	compelling	basis	for	honest	work		
•  Personal	honesty	is	supported	by	the	public	and	
testable	character	of	science.		
•  Simply	because	we	have	focused	on	the	deviant	
behavior	of	scienDsts	[fraud,	plagiarism	etc.],	we	
should	not	forget	how	rela.vely	rare	this	is		
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Is	it	sDll	true?	
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Merton	“PrioriDes”	1957	[!]	
•  “The	indispensable	reporDng	of	research	can,	
however,	become	converted	into	an	itch	to	
publish	that,	in	turn,	becomes	aggravated	by	
the	tendency,	in	many	academic	insDtuDons,	
to	transform	the	sheer	number	of	
publica.ons	into	a	ritualized	measure	of	
scienDﬁc	or	scholarly	accomplishment”.	
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The	rise	of	“Impact	factor”	logic	
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Sintoms:	e.g.,	plagiarism	
•  Gaming	metrics	
•  Plagiarism:	stealing	ideas	(peer	review);	long	
CV	and	the	number	of	publicaDons	-	Mario	
Biagioli:	“impact	or	perish!”	
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The	empire	strikes	back	
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Poisonous	science	(part	II)	
CorrupDng	economic	rights	
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Open	Access	2001:	a	new	hope?	
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Oligopoly	(EPRIST):	2015	
“les	six	premiers	èditeurs	
scienDﬁques	mondiaux	
réalisent	un	CA	cumulé	de	7,5	
Milliards	d’Euros	(en	
progression	organique	de	2,9%	
sur	2014)	soit	38%	du	CA	
mondial	de	l’édiDon	
scienDﬁque	(esDmé	à	23	000	
M€).	Mais	surtout	ces	6	
éditeurs	captent	65%	des	
proﬁts	générés	globalement	
par	l’édiDon	scienDﬁque”	
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Open	Access???	
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New	intermediaries	
•  Google	Scholar	&	Google	Books	
•  Academia.edu,	ResearchGate	
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Publishing,	indexing	and	evaluaDon	
power	
•  E.g.	Scopus	(Elesevier)	
•  SSRN	(Elsevier)	
•  Google	Scholar	
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Side	eﬀects	
•  Serial	crisis	
•  Risks	in	terms	of	preservaDon	
•  The	death	of	libraries	
•  Commercial	control	of	science	
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The	last	line	of	defense:	Openness	
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Openness:	what	does	it	mean?	
•  Right	to	access	
•  Right	to	re-use	(copy,	modify,	distribute,	etc.)	
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Open	Access	on	the	legal	forefront	
•  OA	mandates	
	
•  More	excepDons	and	limitaDons	(fair	use)	
•  Abuse	of	copyright	(copyright	misuse)	
•  Right	to	republish	
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Useless	strategy	
•  Without	a	radical	change	of	the	system	it	is	
impossible	to	reach	real	openness	
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Opennes:	what	does	it	mean?	
•  Democracy,	pluralism,	transparency	
•  Science	authonomy	
•  Academic	freedom	
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Rethinking	the	evaluaDon	
system	
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Aaron	Swartz	
“Legacy”	2006	
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Legacy,	2006	
“So	what	jobs	do	leave	a	real	legacy?	[…]	
But	one	good	source	of	them	is	trying	to	do	things	that	change	
the	system	instead	of	following	it.	For	example,	the	university	
system	encourages	people	to	become	professors	who	do	
research	in	certain	areas	(and	thus	many	people	do	this);	it	
discourages	people	from	trying	to	change	the	nature	of	the	
university	itself.	
Naturally,	doing	things	like	changing	the	university	are	much	
harder	than	simply	becoming	yet	another	professor.	But	for	
those	who	genuinely	care	about	their	legacies,	it	doesn’t	seem	
like	there’s	much	choice”.	
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